Long term planning – Foundation Stage - 2016-2017
Topics
Autumn 1
Ourselves

CLL
Talk about where
we live and who we
live with (family
and local
community)

PD
Moving safely
around the setting
and negotiating
space.

PSED
Caring for each
other at home and
school, establishing
class rules.

L
Labelling parts of
our bodies and
members of our
family.

M
Counting

KUW
Our community in
which we live.

EAD
Exploring colours

Autumn 2
Celebrations
and
Festivals

Listen to stories
and talk about
Christmas and
other celebrations

Develop finger
muscle strength.
Use bodies to move
freely.

Talk about making
new friends and
learning to share
and take turns.

Making a list

Numeral

Know about other
cultures and
beliefs.

Exploring sounds

Spring 1
Pets

Talk about what
pets are and how
we look after them
Talk about all the

Obstacle course.

Caring for pets.

Writing captions

Shapes

To explore
different ways of

Read simple
instructions.

Measuring

technology they
know in the home

travelling

To work
collaboratively by
helping

Naming some
things that pets
need
To know how to
stay safe around
electricity.

Explore different
media and
materials.
To understand that
different media
can be combined.

Spring 2
Technology

recognition and
ordering.

and at school.
Summer 1
Growing

Discuss how to
care for flowers
and plants

Gymnastics

Giving and
receiving
plants/flowers as
presents.

Write own message
to give with
flowers.
Write an order of
flowers, plants…

Positional language.
Compare quantities.

Recognising change

Making cards to
accompany
bouquet.

Summer 2
Under the
Sea

Talking about the
variety of fish in
the sea.
Listen to the
different sounds
that sea animals
make. Can you try
and make the same
sound?
Put on an under the
sea puppet show.

Moving like fish in
the sea or a turtle.
Moving to music –
swaying like plants
in the sea.

Stay safe by the
sea.

Practice writing
‘under the sea’
themed words.
List animals under
the sea.
Write a poem
about different
sea creatures.

Solve problems
(with money).
Counting in
2s,5s,10s.
Create a pattern
using different sea
animals.

What is in Oceans
and the sea?

Making coral reef
from clay.
Threading shell
necklaces.
Make jelly fish.
Make boats from
different
materials.

Floating and
sinking.

